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                                                                                   Town of Bolton 

3045 Theodore Roosevelt Highway 

Bolton VT 05676 

Select Board Minutes 

October 15, 2018 

 

Board members present:  Tony Barbagallo, Mica Cassara, John Choate, Wendy Hoffman, Sharon Murray  

Board members absent: none 

Also present: Amy Ludwin, Virginia Haviland, Ali Kosiba, Steve McLeod, Jerry Mullen, Paula Gervia 

(Conservation Commission members and Clerk), Ethan Tapper (Chittenden County Forester), Rob Mullen, Bonnie 

Rowell, Joss Besse, Nancy Mazel-Tiffany, Deb Shelby, Catherine Antley, Matt Mead, Ron Lafreniere, Chuck 

Bolton 

Clerk: Amy Grover  

 

1. The hearing was called to order at 6:04 p.m. by the Chair, Mica Cassara. 

2. Joint Public Hearing - Select Board and Conservation Commission  

The purpose of this public hearing is to receive public comment/to consider whether sugaring should be 

allowed within the Preston Pond Conservation Area (PPCA), subject to review and conditions. The Select 

Board and Conservation Commission will consider an amendment to the PPCA’s 2017 Management Plan, 

creating a process to grant approval to tap trees within the PPCA, and the merits of this proposal. 

 

Compilation of Comments (this is not a direst transcription): 

 Ron Lafreniere: Has someone asked for permission to tap? Noted: yes, a property owner, not a resident.  

If the BSB decides that this is an allowable option it should be a taxpaying resident of the town, they 

should be paying the “going rate” per tap, as well as paying a bond.  

 Rob Mullen PPCA Steward: I have spoken with the Conservation Commission and Ethan Tapper about 

tapping, and I am supportive of the idea of tapping and keeping the working forest working.  I have 

concerns about how tapping will impact hiking trails. The line/s will cross Libby’s Look trail at one 

point, but with minimizing the aesthetic, I generally support the idea.  This is a reasonable option, 

traditional and productive use of the land and relatively low impact if the lines are kept to one trail 

crossing. Do check the contract language; seller vs. lessor, utilize a deposit as a safeguard, and allow 

the town to back out at any time.  

 Deb Shelby: The town does not need another thing on the to-do list, adding one more thing is not a wise 

choice. My three biggest concerns are: allowing/inviting ATV use (there are folks that ride there 

illegally already) and no way to monitor “who did it” if there are issues, lack of clear definition of 

management and the lease agreement, and interfering with recreational use.  Don’t rush through making 

an amendment at the request of a single individual who is not resident.  If the BSB is modifying the 

PPMP then the whole PPMP needs to opened up to other changes – i.e. not allowing hunting in the trail 

areas; add that as a modification request.  I visit there regularly and have met folks from Thailand and 

MA walking there who had no idea it was hunting season despite the signs. 

 Matt Mead: I sugar -1,300 taps with buckets.  Only allowing ATV use when the ground is frozen 

doesn’t make sense during sugaring season.  There could be an impact of attracting animals, depending 

on how the lines are maintained and if they are left up all year.  I’m here to hear more about it. 

 Joss Bess: My first reaction was that this was a great idea, but further thought brought concerns: when 

you run lines you will no longer be able to walk through that section of woods (lines in the way), this 

would give exclusive use for a private individual for the duration of the lease, the context that we are 

setting a broader policy for the property, which excludes other public users, and potential loss of 

income with respect to logging values.  Monitoring is critical – there is a lot of opportunity for things to 

go wrong. 
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 Nancy Mazel-Tiffany: I have concerns about private use of town land; opening the door to one 

individual and the precedent that sets, and the impact to the trees and possible stress. 

 Amy Ludwin: I am relaying comments relayed from residents who cannot be here or did not want to 

speak publicly. Concerns expressed: 

o Management and oversight of the operation unless it is diligently monitored.  

o A contract with one land owner is an issue – we are all taxpayers, the use should be opened up in 

some way to all taxpayers; favoritism on public land is not right.   

o ATV use, potential for collisions with other users. 

o Who/how frozen ground is determined.  

o Interference with other recreational activities. 

 Chuck Bolton: “I’m the bad guy” who made the request to tap trees in the PPCA. 

o I own land to the northwest, feel fortunate to own the property, and am the only land downhill of 

the PPCA that could sugar it (gravity feed). 

o I plan to have about 2,000 taps on my property. I worked with the Chittenden County Forester and 

determined the potential to place approximately 500 taps in the PPCA for a 2,500 total taps.  

o I take taps into the woods in bundles of 25, so I would have a good accounting of the number I put 

in. 

o The lines would have minimal visual impact; dark lines and dark fittings, I could roll back lateral 

lines, and the lines wouldn’t be immediately near the trails. 

o Smilie School and the Fire Department could be recipients of the maple syrup.  

o Folks get lost and come out on my land, it’s a two way street here.  

o I would like a 5 year lease with a renewal for 5 years - after that I would be 80 years old and 

probably done with sugaring. 

o Not critical that I do this if this upsets people. 

o I’m glad to answer questions.  

Questions: 

 John Choate: I’m hearing concerns about ATV use. 

 Chuck Bolton: I don’t need to take ATVs onto the PPCA property, except to get the main 

equipment in place.  We could roll the equipment in, which would be more costly, and my crew 

may not have the time to do that. I can minimize the impact with an ATV by being responsible and 

restoring as best I can. 

 Tony Barbagallo: What timeframe are you looking at?  

 Chuck Bolton: I am working on my property for the next six weeks, it is somewhat of an urgent 

need to be ready to tap in February, and setting up/building in December at the latest.  

 Wendy Hoffman: Are you willing to enter a lease where ATV use is restricted? 

 Chuck Bolton: I need the ATV for unspooling, to place the main lines.  

 Sharon Murray: Does the town have the capacity to actively monitor this over ten years, I am unsure 

that we can commit to 10 years of monitoring. 

 Ethan Tapper: It would be a couple of visits a year to monitor, and Chuck would be following the 

state tapping guidelines which are fairly rigorous. 

 Amy Ludwin: Would the PPCA Steward be able to assist with monitoring? 

 Rob Mullen: I’m in that area several times a week and with some education, I could help to 

monitor. 

 Ali Kosiba: Tapping is allowed on state land, how often are there issues? 

 Ethan Tapper: There are not often compliance issues, we could speak to some other folks around 

the state to check on compliance issues and management. 

 Sharon Murray: There have been issues in Franklin County with maintenance of taps and 

vandalism. With a responsible sugarer there may be minimal issues, but how the town interacts 

with that; maintenance and monitoring, comes from several perspectives.  There is another question 

about liability issues for the town, we need to check our insurance.  
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 Ethan Tapper: Saw log value is not an issue with those trees, so in terms of that management we 

probably will not log it. 

 Joss Besse: The draft lease says two years, Chuck is saying five years. 

 Chuck Bolton: at a cost of $20 per tap, it would take me 4 – 5 years just to break even, this will cost 

me $7,500. I like being in the woods and making syrup. With the investment involved I need a five-

year lease and a five-year extension with a caveat that if something goes wrong, it will be 

addressed.  You don’t need to worry about non-compliance. 

 Ethan Tapper: the fee schedule would be based on the state’s fees, which is based on the bulk price 

of maple syrup. A reasonable deposit amount based on the state’s fees would be $1 per tap. 

 Tony Barbagallo: Who drafted the lease and draft amendment? 

 Amy Ludwin: It was drafted by Ethan Tapper and Ali Kosiba. We initially met with the BSB to 

review the process and the BSB suggested a two year trial. We worked on the drafts, which were 

reviewed by the CC. The VT Land Trust will allow a sugaring amendment to the PPMP. 

 Tony Barbagallo: If not approved for this winter, then is there interest in tapping next year (2020). 

 Chuck Bolton: I’ll be another year closer to 80. 

 Ethan Tapper: 

o This is an effort to create a limited process. 

o This highlights an element of our working landscape which is one of the goals of the PPCA. 

o This would benefit the town in revenue or an in-kind donation, and allow folks the opportunity to 

see a sugaring operation.  

o This is 8 geographically isolated acres out of 403 acres.  

o There is no concern about saw log value. 

o There may be concerns about that section of beautiful forest now having sugaring lines running 

through it.    

o I am not concerned about the monitoring. I’m happy to do that as a part of my official capacity, and 

also as a Bolton landowner. 

 Sharon Murray: There is concern about it being town land and needing process and policy – how do we 

define where the areas appropriate for sugaring are? We cannot do this simply for just one landowner. 

 Ethan Tapper: We can create a process on how to judge appropriate sugaring sites; i.e. not in 

ecological zones, and then set criteria and metrics such as maximum number of acres and taps, 

maximums per year.  

 Sharon Murray: We could create a process to manage more through criteria and a map, and having 

a lottery system for sugaring applications. 

 Amy Ludwin: How much time do we want to spend on defining all that. 

 Ali Kosiba: We would not overlap areas that might be earmarked for timber harvest, and restrict the 

areas. 

 Chuck Bolton: There are issues with property owners and PPCA trail locations; land owners were not 

aware trails were there, portions are not on town property. There is substantial damage caused by 

erosion.  This is a two-way street; I didn’t ask the town to move the trail. If we were on site, we could 

come to a common consensus there is something to be gained by the town here; syrup or revenue. If 

this is creating too much concern - I feel there is intensity in the room - and folks don’t like it, then let’s 

just not do it. 

 Amy Ludwin: On the intensity scale this is only a 2 or 3 (laughter). Also, the trail in question has 

been closed and relocated. 

 John Choate: This is all part of a public process. 

 Steve McLeod: Don’t jump to conclusions about the intensity of the room; these are questions and 

information gathering. I feel this showcases VT’s image – maple sugaring. I worked on the 

guidelines for the state, and I have not heard of any issues on state land with tapping leases.  

 Jerry Mullen: There was concern expressed about liability, that is addressed in lease. 

 Sharon Murray: We need to make sure our insurance company is OK with that language. 
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 Catherine Antley: It would be nice if there was a mentorship program for students to come learn about 

sugaring, that has value on many levels. Will you have insurance if you have kids 

working/guests/school groups visiting? 

 Chuck Bolton: I would be happy to check on insurance. 

 Ali Kosiba: We use a liability waiver for town volunteers.  

 Sharon Murray: The liability waiver is fine for volunteers, the question is if someone got injured, 

we need to be sure what the town insurance policy covers. 

 Ethan Tapper: The town may need to be listed as additionally insured. 

 Deb Shelby: This is not personal, let’s be sure this is equitable as this is town proeprty.  We need to 

look at this as the big picture, let’s make sure we are using the property in the best possible way. What 

is the end result of this evening? Is the BSB making a decision tonight, or another night?  I don’t feel 

there is enough data to make a good solid decision. 

 Mica Cassara: Tonight is for information gathering, the BSB is not making a decision this evening. 

 Sharon Murray: A decision was not warned on the agenda. 

There were no further comment or questions. 

 

3. Close the hearing: Tony Barbagallo made the motion “to close the hearing.”  Sharon Murray seconded.  

There was no further discussion and the motion passed (5-0) at 7:04 p.m.   

 

 
Board members present:  Tony Barbagallo, Mica Cassara, John Choate, Wendy Hoffman, Sharon Murray  

Board members absent: none 

Also present:  Deb Shelby, Ron Lafreniere, Mike Gervia 

Clerk: Amy Grover  

 

1. The regular Select Board meeting was called to order at 7:05 p.m. by the Chair, Mica Cassara, with a 

quorum of 5 members present. 

2. Additions or deletions to the agenda:  

Additions to the Agenda:  

 Better Roads Grant - meeting with Chris Dubin, CCRPC.  Noted: FEMA work will not include culvert 

replacement on Mill Brook Road which impacts the BSB decision to not pursue a Better Roads Grant, 

due 10/26/18.  Sharon Murray, John Choate and Eric Andrews to meet with Chris to review FEMA 

plans and assess funding/work options. Amy Grover to follow up with Chris to schedule.  

 FEMA: Process has changed and now requires continuous submission of documentation, often 

responding to multiple emails daily. Amy Grover noted she had spent 5 hours that day attending to 

FEMA issues requiring multiple follow up calls and emails. Uncertain if Bolton will meet the minimum 

threshold for costs incurred for replacing two culverts, and if road maintenance records submitted will 

be accepted.   

 Road Scholar Ice & Snow training: Mica Cassara attended, best management practices reviewed, and 

information shared with highway staff.  

 CCRPC update:  

 Dues increasing by $3 in 2019. 

 Public hearing on draft Winooski Basin Tactical Plan - used for setting priorities for grant funding, 

scoping required in order to be apply to apply for grant funding 

 Joss Besse representing the town. 

 Town comments requested by Wednesday (send to Sharon Murray Murray), individual comments 

accepted until the end of the month. 

Deletions to the Agenda: none. 
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3. Public comment: none 

4. Business: 

 PPCA Firewood Lottery: 

 Ron Lafreniere asked if the BSB voted on eliminating the firewood lottery (noted yes, 3-1), and 

stated that he was very disappointed in that elimination, it was a good use of PPCA resources for 

folks that weren’t able to hike, walk, or hunt on the land, for folks that really needed the firewood, 

and provided a return for paying into the conservation fund for many years. Ron suggested that the 

BSB should have considered changing the price per cord and to so quickly eliminate the lottery was 

foolish and sad, and that he hoped the BSB would revisit their decision, it was a benefit for the 

town. 

 Sharon Murray, Mica Cassara and Amy Grover noted they had heard from other folks in opposition 

to ending the lottery, and Amy noted there were five people who did not “win” the lottery last year, 

and it was indicated on the lottery form that they would be first in line for 2019 should they choose 

to reapply. 

 Sharon Murray stated that she had voted against eliminating the lottery, adding that providing 

firewood when logging was taking place in the PPCA was included in the PPMP, and that the town 

was under contract for logging the firewood. 

 Tony Barbagallo stated that he had started the conversation, the lottery last year cost the town 

$5,400, questioned the town subsidizing firewood for residents, but had heard the opposition, and 

added he thought the BSB should re-institute the lottery and increase the price so that it was net 

neutral; i.e. $420 for 3 cords. 

 Ron Lafreniere stated that it was not costing the town, that a conversation with the logger could 

help set a price (costs to get the wood to the landing and truck) and that it was not always about the 

money – this was about doing what you can to help citizens out.  

 Sharon Murray stated it was not an expense to the town in terms of budgeted funds, it reduced the 

amount of revenue to the town, it would be helpful to have an accounting of the program (costs to 

logger etc.) to try to create a net neutral program, and there was a social benefit of using town 

resources.  

 Tony Barbagallo made the motion “to reinstate the firewood program for 2019 at the price of $300 

for three cords, and to allow the five lottery entrants from 2018 that were not chosen, the original 

price of $150.00.”   John Choate seconded.  There was no further discussion. Four were in favor 

and the motion passed (4-1). Sharon Murray noted for the record that she was in favor of reinstating 

the program, but not in favor of increasing the price.   

5.   Recurring Business: 

 Minutes October 1, 2018:  Sharon Murray made the motion “to approve the October 1, 2018 minutes 

as corrected.”    Tony Barbagallo seconded.  There was no further discussion. All were in favor and the 

motion passed (5-0).   

 Warrants: signed. 

 Financial Reports: dispersed 

6. Communications: 

 VT River Conservancy Letter: Informational letter from VRC noting VHCB approval of the proposed 

public access/development rights/conservation easement, and that closing was proceeding as planned 

for October 2018. 

 United Way – request to host workplace campaign. Noted 2/4 fulltime employees would not choose to 

participate, not a good fit for Bolton due to the small number of employees, no workplace campaign to 

be held. 

7. Appointments: 
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1. 7:00 p.m. Mike Gervia; BVFD – BVFD updates: grant, budget: 

 The delivery of mini pumper is expected at the end of November. Note: loan funds from 

Community Bank have been deposited. 

 The BVFD is replacing forest firefighting equipment (water packs, forestry pants) with help 

from a grant that covers 50%, that the BSB will see a check warrant for $1030 to the state to 

cover the town’s 50%. Brief discussion on old water packs being available to residents - a 

possibility.  BSB consensus to book the grant expenditure under “small tools.” 

 The BVFD writing a grant to replace air bottles and air packs (10 air packs & 20 bottles 

$91,000) and the thermal camera; the town would have to match 5%.  The cost of 20 bottles is 

23K with a 15 year life expectancy. Current bottles purchased in 2004 don’t meet current strict 

standards. Will need to address in the FY 19-20 budget, the grant notification comes between 

June and October 2019. 

 Generator grants: grant funding no longer available for generators. 

 Class B foam recall: Class B foam not used by the town. 

 BVFD: Replaced lighting in meeting room with LED lights, LED lights in the bays will not 

turn on. Efficiency VT coming for another walk through. 

2. 7:15 p.m. Deb Shelby; IT volunteer – IT update: 

Discussion included: 

 Research and information gathering on IT for highway department. 

 Best process for moving forward, and specific direction/parameters from the BSB on projected 

needs: email, browser, opening and attaching files, Excel spreadsheets. 

 Time allowance for training: one hour per week. 

 Laptop recommendation discussion: set up, back up options, virus protection, firewall – 

multiple details. Mica Cassara to meet with Deb to define the variables and move forward with 

purchase, obtain Tech Group input as needed.  

 Modem installed at garage today. 

8. Updates: 

 Highway - Job Descriptions, Highway Hiring Process: 

 Discussion included: compensation, current staffing, current and projected needs, past plan to hire 

an additional “laborer,” sustainability of an appointed Road Commissioner.  

 Mica Cassara to re-send job descriptions to group, comments back to Mica Cassara, next meeting 

agenda item. 

 Town Garage septic issue; unsure of problem, John Choate to follow up with Eric and contact P & 

P Septic as needed, and to touch base on the highway schedule.   

9. Business & Action Items: 

 Capital Planning Committee Appointment – Steve Barner, Planning Commission: Sharon Murray 
made the motion “to appoint Steve Barner, Planning Commission member, to the Capital Planning 

Committee.”    Tony Barbagallo seconded.  There was no further discussion. All were in favor and the 

motion passed (5-0).  Noted: Sharon Murray is now Chair of the CPC, Jen Dudley-Gaillard, Vice Chair.  

Consensus that it was good approach for Tony Barbagallo and John Choate meet (for Capital Planning 

20 year expense purposes) with Eric Andrews/Highway, Tony Barbagallo and Wendy Hoffman meet 

with Mike Gervia/BVFD, Tony Barbagallo and Mica Cassara meet with Amy Grover/Office.  

 Health Insurance Carrier: Consensus to stay with BCBS. 

 Memorandum of Wages – Jeffrey Leete – Part Time Highway Staff: signed. 

 FEMA Fund – accounting process: Recommendation from the auditors to create a separate fund for 

FEMA 4380DR expenses and reimbursements, requiring BSB approval.  John Choate made the motion 

“to approve a separate fund for FEMA for accounting purposes in accordance with the auditor’s 

recommendations.”    Wendy Hoffman seconded.  There was no further discussion. All were in favor 

and the motion passed (5-0).   
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 Curb Cut Application – Sean McManus; Bolton Valley Access Road: May need DRB approval under 

access standards, Mr. McManus needs to speak with Larry Lewack. Amy Grover to follow up with Mr. 

McManus. 

 Delinquent Taxes – Small Claims Court Process:  

 Three initial summons and complaint sent, issues with continuing with the second stage/serving 

documents.   

 BSB consensus to commence tax sale process for property owners owing more than $500 per the 

Delinquent Tax Collection Policy.  

 Energy Committee Charge:  

 Review of draft charge.  Wendy Hoffman made the motion “to approve the draft Energy 

Committee Charge as presented.”    Tony Barbagallo seconded.  There was no further discussion. 

All were in favor and the motion passed (5-0).  Amy Grover to provide a clean copy for signature 

next meeting 

 Bolton Land use and Development Regulations – amendment approval for warning the BSB Public 

Hearing: 

 Discussion included:  

o Changes presented to and approved by the PC at their October meeting. 

o Family childcare: number of children, ages of children. 

o State definition/requirement of a group home; the amended document states 8 people for a 

group home, 6 people in BLUDRS for a single residence - requested adjustment to 8 people in a 

single family residence in next BLUDRs rewrite, 

o Farm structure definition in relation to Required Agriculture Practices (“RAP”) and 

inconsistencies – how to regulate structures that are not regulated/fall outside of regulation by 

the Department of Agriculture/state’s jurisdiction. Sharon Murray to clarify farm structures 

language for the next meeting. 

o Amendments to BLUDRs not approved for warning the BSB Public Hearingearing. 

10. Closing:   Tony Barbagallo made the motion “to close the meeting.”   John Choate seconded.  There was 

no further discussion.  All were in favor and the motion passed (5-0) at 10:13 p.m. 

 
Attest:  Amy Grover, Clerk      

Minutes are unofficial until approved. These minutes were read and approved by the Bolton Select Board on:  

November 13, 2018 

 

____________________________________            

Mica Cassara, Chair, For the Board 

 


